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Based on my artistic practices in the past three years, this thesis expounds the 
artistic research which started from confusion to clearer of my identity.Here is the 
main idea: 
In the earlier stage of my artistic practice,I confused on my female identity, then 
I started to pump my real identity. I think that it is the incidental impulse of my inner 
world impels my artistic practice.In the wake of study abroad,I learned how multiple 
and complex of the identity in today’s society.With further practice,I try to find my 
personal identity through exploring the relations between self-conscious and routine 
space.At last, I believe my creations should be linked into a coherent development and 
changes in the overall context of thinking, then my identity will be presentation 
powerfully. 
This paper is divided into four parts. Part One: questioning my female identity; 
Part Two:turning observation to self-introspection,then identify my own identity; Part 
Three: focusing on my personal identity; Part Four: new doubt. The reason I pumped 
identity is that I want to get a kind of confidence and breakthrough in the 
understanding of objects. 
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摄影作品《红盖头》 2007 
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